
Lectures courses by Daniel G Quillen

A. Topics in K Theory and Cyclic Co-Homology, Michaelmas Term 1989

69 pages of notes. The lecture course is concerned with the fundamental construction

of cyclic cohomology, and covers the following topics. Ideals in a free algebra and cyclic

cohomology of R/I. Cuntz’s proof of the exact sequences. Operations on cochains. The

doubly periodic complex and cyclic cochain complex. The bar construction. Curvature of

a one cochain. Bianchi’s identity. Characterising traces on RA. Cyclic cohomology of A

as cohomology groups. Hochschild cohomology and it meaning in low dimensions. Connes

definition of τ The bimodule of differential forms over A. Universal derivations. Traces

on RA. Constructing the complex and double complex. Properties of RA, QA and ΩA.

Superalgebras. ∗ product. Fredholm modules and QA. Karoubi’s operators. Normalised

Hochschild cochains. Applications to Fredholm modules. Homology for Fredholm modules

and supertraces on Q. Inner superalgebras. Connes–Cuntz formula.

Editor’s remark The lecture notes were taken during lectures at the Mathematical In-

stitute on St Giles in Oxford. There have been subsequent corrections, by whitening out

writing errors. The pages are numbered, but there is no general numbering system for

theorems and definitions. For the most part, the results are in consecutive order, although

in one course the lecturer interrupted the flow to present a self-contained lecture on a topic

to be developed further in the subsequent lecture course. The note taker did not record

dates of lectures, so it is likely that some lectures were missed in the sequence. The courses

typicaly start with common material, then branch out into particular topics. Quillen sel-

dom provided any references during lectures, and the lecture presentation seems simpler

than some of the material in the papers.

• D. Quillen, Cyclic cohomology and algebra extensions, K-Theory 3, 205–246.

• D. Quillen, Algebra cochains and cyclic cohomology, Inst. Hautes Etudes Sci. Publ.

Math. 68 (1988), 139–174.

• J. Cuntz and D. Quillen, Cyclic homology and nonsingularity, J. Amer. Math. Soc. 8

(1995), 373–442.

Commonly used notation

k a field, usually of characteristic zero, often the complex numbers

A an associative unital algebra over k, possibly noncommutative

Ā = A/k the algebra reduced by the subspace of multiples of the identity

ΩnA = A ⊗ (Ā ⊗ . . . ⊗ Ā)

ω = a0da1 . . . dan an element of ΩnA
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ΩA = ⊕∞
n=0

ΩnA the universal algebra of abstract differential forms

e an idempotent in A

d the formal differential (on bar complex or tensor algebra)

b Hochschild differential

b′, B differentials in the sense of Connes’s noncommutative differential geometry

λ a cyclic permutation operator

K the Karoubi operator

◦ the Fedosov product

G the Greens function of abstract Hodge theory

N averaging operator

P the projection in abstract Hodge theory

D an abstract Dirac operator

∇ a connection

I an ideal in A

V vector space

M manifold

E vector bundle over manifold

τ a trace

T (A) = ⊕∞
n=0

A⊗n the universal tensor algebra over A
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